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The week past and expected
As the market has not completed its correction on the longer-term charts, our
overall approach has been quite cautious in the last few days/weeks as this may
invite unexpected events in the near term. In technical terms, it was an
unforeseen shock as everything appeared alright on Friday. A broad-based
recovery was hinting at a short-term up move. However, whatever happened all
of a sudden was something that was way beyond our expectations in the short-
term (definitely not in the long-term).

A CRR hike announcement is not uncommon globally. However, the current
unexpected announcement has proven that we are a developing economy or
in inefficient markets, where there is a lack of transparency in case of a
'schedule for major economy related announcements'.

Now, let us move to the technical perspective on financial markets. According
to the daily chart, even though the short-term trend is up, positive divergence
on daily charts are missing. This may worry major market participants on the
'threat' of breaching previous lows or further weaknesses. Such trading patterns
create a lot of confusion in the mind of active day traders in the market and
they may be forced to commit mistakes in the short-term.
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Due to a lack of stability markets may fails to attract volumes/liquidity, which is an
important parameter for the major players or investors of the market. To restore the
stability in the market the stabilization of weekly charts is a must. The weekly charts
of major indices are still in a downtrend. In the coming few weeks they may start the
process of stabilizing between the broader range of 12700 and 12300. In case the
market falls below 12300 on an intra-week basis, the levels of 12000/11900 (3500-
3450) may offer an excellent buying opportunity with the medium-term prospects in
mind.

The most worrisome factor in the current scenario is the inflation rate. If we closely
look at India's WPI chart (wholesale price index of inflation) we may say that it is
topping out in the medium-term. If it operates properly as we are concluding based
on technical analysis then we may see the inflation rate by the middle/end of April
settle below 6.00 for the next couple of weeks. The rupee faces very strong resistance
in the range of 43/42.90. We expect the dollar to strengthen against the rupee.

Summary

The threat of a downside is still there as the weekly charts are still not encouraging.
However, in light of the micro trend, which is getting better, the chances of selective
supports to come on decline from big/major participants of the market are bright.

Selective buying is advisable on declines with the medium-term view between 12700/
12500 (3680/3650) levels. As the result season starts, it is better to avoid event
sensitive stocks/sectors, particularly technology and banking. The pharmaceutical,
cement and metal stocks are holding well at current levels. Capital goods/property
stocks are displaying mixed activity and it may be advisable to trade on a case-to-
case basis. (Stocks to invest on declines are JSWSL, Grasim and Sun Pharma)


